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A Happy New Year' To All
A CONTRAST
Those who have spent some years on the
Prairies or in any other part of Canada
where the Winter is long and cold must
o.c' 'u find their minds casting back to
,
experience and reminding them of the
first signs of Winter following hard upon
the short Indian Summer,
In late September or early October,
with the leaves already off the trees,
there would be a frost with cat-ice in the
ruts on the load and on all the little
pools. For a few days this would continue and then would come the beginning
of the freeze-up. The little streams would
it:e -o-v I' a'ncr in Ul't: morHiil~'; tlle riv\: r
would be speckled with ice particles
which had formed along the edges during
the night and were breaking loose with
the daytime rise in temperature. Each
morning they would become more numerous until they covered the whole breadth
of the stream and began to jam at the
rves and against the sand-bar~. Gradally what the frost gained during the
night it held and finally increased during
the day. The packed ice particles solidified and were added to by those rising
from the bottom and the river became a
sheet of ice. Here and there where the
current was swifter there would be a narrow, short stretch of water which would
soon disappear, the ice would thicken and
the freeze-up would be complete. One
snowfall would follow another throughout
the seven to eight months of Winter.
Sometime in May everything under foot
would get wet and slushy and the snow
would drip and fall from the trees, About
the middle of the month the river would
become dangerous to walk on and would
show signs of breaking up. If the breakup occurred during the day a magnificent
spectacle was provided as the blocks of
ice shouldered and thrust against each
other in their frantic haste to get down
stream.
The Winter was over, the young people
resigned themselves to the loss of skating
and turned their thoughts to other sports.

Their elders drew a long breath of satisfaction and relief.
, Spring came but what a Spring. There
appeared one morning a suspicion of
green on the trees, these were the buds.
A few mornings later the trees were in
full leaf. Spring was over and Summer
had arrived.
The short hot Summer with its quick
growth, in which flowers and vegetables
no sooner appeared to be showing signs
of life than they were in full bloom or
growth and reaching maturity, soon passed. A few short weeks of outdoor sports
for those not engaged in farming and an
equally few weeks of anxiety for the
farmer -over JllS crop ellalng 111" a rush to
get it harvested.
Prairie people, as they grow older become tired of the long severe Winter
and their thoughts turn naturally towards
a milder climate.
The memory of holidays spent at the
coast increases their desire to move and
finally the step is taken.
If the weather is reasonably good it is
difficult to choose a better time to arrive
either on the Island or on the Mainland
than JanuaJ".. The delight and surprise
experienced at finding outdoor games
such as golf and football going on has to
be felt to be believed and the new resident'~ first sight and hearing of a stream
of running water in the middle of Winter
can give him a feeling of ecstasy.

The remainder of the Winter soon
passes and the slow appearance of the
buds on trees and shrubs is watched with
avidity. Eaeh day, \-yet or fine, is another opportunity for a walk which must
on no account be missed. Spring, slowly
and almost imperceptibly passes into
Summer with its long days and lovely
evenings. White clad figures appear on
tennis courts and cricket grounds, white
sails appear on the water and white, pink
and tanned skins on the beaches. The
long lazy days of loafing seem all too
short. Every minute spent indoors is
grudged as if it were wasted.

A suggestion of Autumn creeps into the
ail', the evenings shorten and some of the
trees slowly take on an Autumn tint.
The coloUl'ing is not so riotous as it is
on the prairie but it lasts much longer.
During the following years, as the
new-comer becomes a permanent resident
and settles down, the fine edge of the first
year's intensity of feeling wears off but
the memory of it remains.

AN APPRECIATION
With the approaching retirement of
Mr. K. R. Genn from municipal politics,
;:-) J
,rr ,s r e o express the appreciation which all must feel, of the sacrifices
which Mr. Genn has made, and for his
conscientious attention to the work of the
Council, a characteristic which one always associates with Ken Genn.
Mr. Genn is unusually well fitted for
the type of service from which he is now
retiring. His analytical mind and sound
judgment will be missed in the deliberations of the 1950 Council. His attribute of conscientiousness is at once an
advantage and a disadvantage; in the
first case, it assures all concerned that
their business is being cared for to the
full limit of his abilities, but in the second
case, it inevitably leads to a greater
sacrifice of his personal affairs than
anyone has the right to expect.
It would be futile to attempt to list the
fruit of Mr. Genn's services on the
Saanich Municipal Council, for only a
small portion of his work would be represented by actually physical things done,
the far larger part being his influence,
real though less tangible, in the deliberations on policies to be pursued.
Cordova Bay may justly be proud of
being the" place of residence of one who
has so well served the Municipality as a
whole. Thank you, Ken Genn.
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PROFIT OR LOSS
Those who whirl them~elves or are I
At the General Meeting of the. Club to
The end of the Calendar Year means for whirled by a friend into town in the i be held on the 4th January, 1950, in .
many people, the taking of stock and a de- morning and out again in the evening by. I Mon'an's H~l~, which wil.l .be the An,
1
finite ascertaining of whether the result auto and those who use the early morning iGeneral Meetmg, the electIOn of OffIcers
of the year's work is a profit or' a loss.
and 'late afternoon or evening busses for I and Directors will take place.
From a purely material point of view the purpose of getting to and from work i . Attenti~n is drawn to By-Law IV, Secthis means have we made or lost money? cannot be expected to regard the ride as a I bon 2 whIch ~s amended at ,~he Deceplber
To most people, while the material result pleasure or a pastime to be enjoyed at ' General Meetrng now reads Over twentyis of considerable importance, it is not the leisure.
III five percent of the active members of the
only consideration and the non-material
Club who are in good standing shall conTo others who go in once or twice a j stitute a quorum for the Annual Meeting,
view point has to be taken into account. It
may be of much more importance than the week to do a 'little shopping and for a I proxies counting as members present.
material since it implies so much that can- change of scene and arrive, in an un- i Proxies must be in writing and are limited
not be measured and set down in figures. hurried way and in plenty of time at the I to one per member."
A sufficiency of income, neither too : fbus~stop for one of t~e fo~enoon busses I As pointed out by the President at the
much nor too little; pleasure in the work : and return in the afternoon that is exactly , December Meeting, Members to be in good
from which the income is derived and in . what it can be.
I standing must have paid their duies for
recreation; . happiness in family and
There is first the greeting between the I the year to 31st December 1949.'
friends; service and help to others; to- driver and the passenger while paying the I Record Attendance at Cement Pouring
gether with good health cannot do other- fare, itself a pleasure, then a quick look
November 27th, 1949
wise than bring content and a feeling round to greet friends on the bus and to I Cement Workers, Men
3
that the balance is quite definitely on the find someone to sit beside and with whom j-Cement Workers, Ladies'
.
right side.
to pass an occasional remark. In the Cement Workers,' Teen-age and under... 18
--------meantime the next stop has been reached Serving Refreshments, Ladies
2
SPINDRIFT'S THANKS
and the general interest turns to those
57
December, the last month of the who are getting on, failure to recognize
Calendar Year brings us our third birth- any of them leading to speculation as to List of Members and Friends Helping with
day. We are now three years of age.
Cement Pouring, Nov. 27, 1949
j/who they are, where they live and, if they
This is no great age and supplies no .' are newcomers, whose house they have
J. Anderton
V. Lindal
cause for boasting of longevity but even rented or bought.
N. Andrew
B. Lawton
this short space of time has brought some
W. Allen
J. Lounds
As the journey continues, the view must
changes. The end of the first year saw
E. Buckle
G. Lee
the resignation of Spindrift's first editors, I by no means be neglected and the head
E. Buchanan
G. Nelson
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer S. Knight followed is turned from side to side so that nothing
L. Buchanan
H. Outram
by an interval of four months during will be missed. The particular aspect of
H. Carmichael
A. Phipps
which the paper was carried on editorially the Ridge and of Mount Douglas due to .....
M. Danbrook
C. Price
by the Publication Committee assisted by the weather is taken in and the view seaH. Danbrook
D. Radford
Mr. Ben Dyer and thereafter by the ward, glimpsed through the breaks in the
C. Danbrook
R. Renfrew
trees noted, special attention being paid
present editors.
Mr. Gillespie
B. Rogers
We would like to take this opportunity, to Mount Baker if it is visible and if not
D. Galey
R. Ranson
on behalf of Spindrift, of thanking the and the islands are also hidden, speculaH. Gorse
P. Scutt
whole Staff and all who have contributed tion follows as to how far one can see.
C. Hill
F. Sutton
by writing or working for it in any way. I The Bus turns on to Shelbourne and
C. Howorth
R. Sinkinson
It is only by the expenditure of their th~ iilterest changes to the pro'gress bein'g
K. John
R. Sutcliffe
time, energy and devotion to what they made with the building of the new houses.
E. Jones
W. Tucker
have made a duty that the continuation At each stop more passengers get on,
D. LotzeI'
J. Ward
many of whom are known by sight but
of the paper has been possible.
Miss Mildred French
We wish everyone including our readers not by name, until with a full load we
Mrs. K. Genn
Mrs. E. Buckle
A Very Happy and Prosperous New Year. reach town and the bus gradually empties.
Scouts, Cubs and other Juniors

I
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THE USE AND ABUSE
OF ENGLISH
Canada is fortunate in being free from
dialects and in there being spoken from
coast to coast a language which is plain
and understandable to all who know it.
The newcomer will at first be struck
by a certain slight difference in the
sound of the letter "R" and by a tendency
in certain people towards .a nasal tone in
the voice which seems to be more noticeable over the radio. This tendency appears to be more apt to occur in people
who have been brought up at a considerable height above sea level and is seldom
heard among those who have been brought
up on the coast. Whatever the cause', the
ear soon becomes accustomed to it and
passes it over almost without notice.
The visitor to Britain will scarcely
have set foot on land before he begins to
:e considerable differences in the
manner of speech. If he lands at one of
the south coast ports and is fortunate,
his first encounter may be with the soft,
pleasant south of England speech in which
the the letter "R" is so slightly sounded
as to be difficult to detect. This way of
speaking is perfectly exemplified by the
speech of the King and Queen.
As the traveller has landed on the south
coast he is probably making for London
where his ears will be assailed by the
Cockney accent with its peculiar intonation, complete ignoring of the eighteenth
letter of our alphabet and its cavalier
treatment of the letter "H". To hear it
at its best a visit to the east end should
lJe made. In addition to his accent the
"rue Cockney is insular and impatient of
- foreigners. Typical of this impatience is
the case of the Frenchman who politely
accosted two workmen repairing a street
and asked the way to "Peekadeely" only
to have one workman turn to the other
and say "Wot's 'e sye Bill." To which Bill
replied "Dunno bung 'm in the earole".
The C.ockney, however, is as a rule pleasant, good tempered and witty.
To the south-west in Devon and Somerset is the soft slurry speech full of the
sound of the letter "Z" instead of "S"
"V" for "F" and numerous other substitutions for which the poems of William
Barnes, who writes in that dialect, are
noted.
Further north in Lancashire anyone
who was cold said he was starved and if

hungry he was clemmed. Forty years ago
the whole Lancashire dialect was so full
of such substitutions and the pronunciation was so terrible that the stranger was
completely at a loss. It is to be hoped that
free education applied to the present and
the coming generations has made a marked improvement.
Typical of Yorkshire is .the saying "If
tha does out for nout do it thysen" and
the habit of saying "putten" instead of
put, and the school boy who reported
to his teacher that his neighbour "Had
putten putten when he should have putten
put."
There is no greater insult can be offered
to a Scotsman than to tell him that Scots
is merely vulgar English, and to say so
is quite incorrect. The old broad Scots
must have been spoken even before the
t\vo countries became deadly enemies.
To hear it spoken by an old gentleman
or lady as it often was when the writer
was a boy was to hear Scots at its best,
quaint and charming. I do not know anywhere in Scotland where the speech is so
difficult to understand as it is in some
parts of England except possibly Glasgow where anyone joining a crowd round?
a street accident could be informed that
"A fellafellafalarry" pronounced as one
word and meaning: A fellow fell off a
lorry. A lorry- being-a long flat fourwheeled wagon without sides.
The speech on the east coast is inclined
to be sing-song while Fifeshire has a
habit of raising the tone at the end of
each sentence. The west coast i. soft and
often has a touch of the Gaelic intonation.
Inverness used to get credit for speaking the best and plainest English in
Britain and at that time almost as much
Gaelic as English could be heard on the
Rtreets.
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MOUNT NEWTON p. T.A.
Ward Six P-T.A., now known as "Mount
Newton" Keating, December 10. Following the abolition of the ward system in
Saanich the Ward Six P-T.A. changed its
name at its last regular meeting to the
Mount Newton P-T.A. Motion for the
change was made by Mr. L. Salmon, seconded by Mrs. J. E. French. Under the
new name the group decided it would care
for the needs of Keating school as it has
in the past.
Mr. George Preston and Mr. L. Salmon
along with President Adrian Butler were
named representatives to the newly formed P-T.A. Council for District 63.
Treasurer J. L. Newton reported a balance on hand of $51.76. Mr. M. Connor,
Social Convener, reported proceeds of
$53.00 from the recent games party, and
thanked the hostesses and donors. Hosts
and Hostesses were Mr. and Mrs. G.
Kirkpatrick, Mr. and Mrs. W. Phillips, M1'.
and Mrs. C. Butler, Mr. and Mrs. A.
Bolster, Mr. and Mrs. A. Butler, Mr. and
Mrs. A. E. Vogee, Mr. and Mrs. 1. Green,
Mr. and Mrs. Goddard, Mr. and Mrs. C.
'Y. Scott, Mr. anu Mrs. J. L. Newton, :\1;:.
and Mrs. G. Preston, Mr. and Mrs. J. N.
Tubman, Mr. and Mrs. G. Gyllenspetz, Mr.
and Mrs. L. Hill, Mr. and Mrs. L. Salmon,
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Benell, Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis.
Donations were received from Mr. and
Mrs. J. French, Mrs. Playfair, Miss A.
Coleman, Mrs. R. C. Muirhead, Mrs. P.
Hamilton, Mrs. lVI. Willner and Mrs. M.
Bickford.
A broadcast script in support of the
School Bylaw was presented by Inspector
J. F. Brown, Major S. S. Penny, Miss R.
Simpson and Mrs. E. M. Bryce.
Mr. J. Hill was introduced as a new
member.
"The Country Gentlemen Quartette,"
accompanied by Mrs. G. Gyllenspetz gave
selections. Members of the group are:
Mr. Frank Spooner, Mr. A. Bain, Mr. C.
Ganderton and M1'. Ivan Green.
A. E. Vogee.
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lake stopping at each little vilIage to see French was in charge of a Guessing
the charm of each one and hear the little Contest, the prize, a furnished Doll's
bit of history attached to it. One stop House, was won by Jack Adrian. Mrs.
was calIed William Tell, and as the boat H. Stevenson and Mrs. W. Ronald sold
pulled alongside we saw a huge painting Horne Cooking and conducted a Written
telIing the story of William TelI, I for- I Auction of a Christmas Cake, the successget it but it is quite a thrilling tale. Wan- I ful bidder being Mr. A. Taylor. Mrs.
dering one day among the grounds of the I Fairclough and Mrs. Hutton sold Candy;
hotel we carne across an old open-air Mrs. Taylor and Mrs. N. Westwood, Toys
theatre, tier upon tier of stone seats, fall- and Doll's Clothing. Mrs. A. Anderson
en in disuse. Then there was Engelberg, sold Cards and Calendars.
Tea was convened by Mrs. B. Dyer
nestling at the foot of a mountain and
glacier, and a church with a talI spire assisted by Mrs. F. Pottage, Mrs. N.
and chalets dotted here and there and Andrew, Mrs. R. Sinkinson and Miss E.
snow, just like a Christmas card. Sudden- Pottage. Mrs. A. S. Miller was in charge
ly as late afternoon carne we heard the of Door Receipts.
yodelIing of the farmers for their cattle
Mrs. B. Dyer won the Dressed Doll
to corne horne. Everywhere and everyone Competition.
The annual meeting of St. David';;
in Switzerland is clean and fresh, and the
people with natural rosy cheeks and happy Women's Guild wilI be held at the horne
smiles, kindly and hospitable.
Clock- of Mrs. J. H. Stevenson, Cordova Bay
makers carrying on the tradition of their Road, on January 10th, at 2 :30 p.m.
fathers, grandfathers and great grandLillian Dyer.
fathers and proud of their trade. Chalets
tucked ,away high up in the alps, at night
their lamps twinkling like stars . Gaily
PROGRESS REPORT
coloured flowers blooming on the mounI just want to take this opportunity of
tain side, blue and violet gentian, daisies, thanking alI the people who have worked
and a million others, eidelweiss growing so hard the past few months in building
in its native ground on the side of the our HalI, non-members as well as club
precipice, it looks its best there. A Swiss members.
wedding, where alI were dressed in their
I would at this time thank all the
gay national costume, dancing and fulI of ladies who looked after getting the tea
music and joy. And the food! Delect- and coffee ready for the workers. Mr.
able is the only word. The most perfect and Mrs. Sutcliffe and Mr. and Mrs. Ward
coffee and rolls and honey in the whole also deserve a lot of thanks for opening
world. And I felt then as I always do
up their horne so the workers would have
now, what a nuisance it is to be grown a place to sit down to their refreshments.
up and have to control one's appetite. I
Also thanks are due to alI the firms
love to sample alI the nice things on the who have so graciously donated material,
plates and hate to have to say "no thank machinery, etc. In this connection a lot
you" in order to be polite with a voice that of our own members have helped with
positively rings with insincerity. I think trucks and building equipment, etc. These
I left a little bit of myself in Switzerland people I also wish to thank.
those many years ago, but am content that
Weare on the threshold of a new year
it should remain one of my most pleasant and as all the concrete foundation work
memories and am equalIy happy that we is completed, work done from now on wilI
found Cordova Bay, so much like Switzer- be of a permanent nature. If we can raise
land, and I can truly say like David in the enough money and get donations of suffiBible: "My lot has falIen unto me in cient lumber there is no reason why the
pleasant places and I have a goodly heri- Hall should not be in use this corning
tage." A Happy New Year to you ALL.
year. Let's make that our motto. Build
L. L.
the Hall in 1950.
Before closing I would like to wish one
and all a Happy New Year.
ST. DAVID'S
Harry Savage, President.

(By Request)
Have you ever wanted to visit a place
and at the same time had the feeling that
your longing could never be realized, and
then suddenly finding that it was possible? This was my delightful experience
many years ago when I went to Switzerland. I think God likes to think there
are some spots should be free from the
horrors and grief of wars and so he tucked Switzerland in the middle of Europe
for this purpose. It's a veritable haven of
beauty. I distinctly remember sitting at
the breakfast table with my uncle who
was going over in a few days and saying:
"Oh, I wish I were groing with you."
And his reply "Why don't you corne along,
got any money?" I did not answer either
of the questions, I simply decided to
leave with him by hook or by crook that
moment. Finally after dashing round
various government offices re passports
and visas, etc., I was' ready to leave with
uncle and party. The Channel crossing
was horribly rough and a veil is cast over
that "sickly" trip. We took train from
Calais to Basle changed there for Lucerne.
One memory remains vivid. During the
night between Calais and Basle we
couldn't sleep and tried to get some fresh
air in the corridor where we were entertained by a very pleasant but voluble
French porter who breathed garlic over
us with every word. I'm quite sure the
conversation was interesting though we
only understood a word or two. Garlic
and France always go together in my
mind. Lucerne is a lovely city. Surrounded by mountains, nestling on the
lake, bathed in sunlight and warmth, and
the lake reflecting the heavenly blue of
the sky. There are lovely old-world bits
in Lucerne that one comes upon quite
unexpectedly. There is an old bridge,
rickety but safe, and on the ceiling of the
covered way it is decorated with paintings
and carvings, crude but fascinating, depicting the history and life of the place.
From Lucerne we took a smaII lake stearneI' to one of the loveliest little vilIages
on the lake shore, Hertenstein. We stayed at the Pension there, and as we lay
in bed we could hear the water lapping
the beach and the only sounds, those of
the little birds and the far off tinkling
WOMEN1S GUILD
of cow bells and the farm animals. We
A successful bazaar and tea was held
were saturated with beauty, peace and the
joy of living. Everywhere we looked we recently in the Church HalI under the
could see the lake, blue and sparkling and auspices of St. David's Women's Guild
the towering mountains, the Matterhorn, when $265.00 was realized.
Introduced by Mrs. C. B. Price, Mrs. G.
Mt. Pilatus, Mt. Rigi and others. Be it to
my shame, though abounding with the zest R. Calvert, wife of the Dean of British
of youth I never did any climbing or ski- Columbia, opened the sale.
ing. Our climbing was the easy way up
Mrs. H. Savage, Mrs. Reynolds and
the funicular railway, and when we got to Mrs. H. Ranger were in charge of Sewn
the top of Pilatus we couldn't see anything Articles; Mrs. F. Smith, Contests, which
for the mist, and anyway there was such were won by Miss M. Scholefield and Mrs.
a lot of snow half the time one couldn't S. E. Day. Miss F. O. Lewis and Mrs.
look over it. We took a trip round the .McWean sold Superfluities. Miss Edith

GUIDES AND BROWNIES
The annual meeting of the Local Association of Cordova Bay Guides and
Brownies will be held at St. David's-bythe-Sea on January 13, 1950, at 7:30 p.m.
An interesting programme has been
planned and it is hoped that Mrs. Freeman
King, D i vis ion a I Commissioner for
Saanich will be present.
(Mrs.) E. M. Sutton,
Secretary-Treasurer,
L.A. Cordova Bay Guides and Brownies.
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RADIO ENTERTAINMENT
The Radio Programmes which we receive from Canadian stations can be
roughly divided into those which are
broadcast by the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation and those which are broadcast by private stations and are in some
cases sponsored.
The CBC programmes which are kept
to a level well above the average and are
purposely varied to suit all tastes are,
it may be presumed, the best that can be
obtained.
The Orchestral Music falls naturally
into Classical and Modern with a certain
amount of what may be called Modern
Classical. To the first two most of us
have become accustomed and have acquired a liking for them. But the third
presents to many much more difficulty.
This difficulty appears to lie in its failure, in so many cases, to present to the
r 'leI' any recognizable melody comB .-cd with the presentation of so many
discords which the unaccustomed ear
automatically rejects. There are, however, many others who find the Classical
music written by the modern composers
just as pleasant and as easy to understand
as any other kind this being evidenced by
the inclusion of such pieces in many of
the concert programmes.
The Band Concerts, .both frorp Military
and Civilian Bands are most enjoyable
even when the concert consists of classical music; which does not appear to lend
itself to rendering by a Brass Band although that feeling may be caused by the
infrequency with which we hear a Brass
Band play that kind/of music.
The singing of artists trained to prouce the voice in a correct, expressive
and pleasant manner is always a pleasure
to hear and there are, fortunately, many
whose singing is a delight.
To those of the present generation,
accustomed to trained voices, the greater
part of the singing of modern songs which
is being broadcast must give the impression that it is no longer necessary for a
singer to be able to sing or, indeed, to
have anything which can justifiably be
called a voice, and the songs being sung
even the best of them and there are some
good ones seldom last more than a few
weeks before being discarded and forgotten. This state of affairs must give employment to a great many song writers
although it is noticeable that while much
is made of the singer the name of the
composer is seldom mentioned.

litnitcb Qll1urr~ of QLamt~a
For the time being services are being held
in the Minister's Home on Gordon Avenue,
just off Walema, every Sunday morning at
11 o'clock. Hymn Books provided. Everybody
Welcome.
Rev. W. H. Day, Minister
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The plays presented are, on the whole,
of good quality although there are some
which are thin as to plot and a little too
obvious as to ending. They are well cast
and the acting is deserving of high praise,
the versatility of the players leaving little
to be desired.
There must be many who resent the
blatent advertising and extravagant statements of some sponsors especially where
a good play admirably acted is interrupted
at the end of each act, cheapening the
whole performance and bringing it down
to the lowest level. It should surely be
enough to make a short announcement at
the beginning and end of the programme.
We are fortunate in our announcers,
although there are one or two who appear
to think that the only way to be emphatic
is to shout.
It would be impossible, in any reasonable space to go through the whole gamut
of the programmes so that this can only
be regarded a mere touching of the fringe.
Whether we consider that we are best
served by having entertainment brought
into our homes or whether we think we
were better off when we had to go out
to a theatre or hall it seems evident that
as long as we are content to sit at home
and listen none of us will ever experience
the thrill of being one of an audience of
two or three thousand which has been
lifted to its feet by the performance of
a great artist and is not merely applaudinb but waving and cheering; some so
emotionally stirred that the tears run
unashamed down their cheeks.

CORDOVA BAY

a.m.
p.m.
a.m.
a.m.

Milk, Cream, Fresh Farm Eggs

I! SHEPHERD'S

DAIRY

1645 Fort Street

I,

G 3039

Hlan~i1anl

Groceries - Fresh Meats
Hardware - Electrical Supplies
_,~
Radio Service - Tubes Tested Free

,

Phone Colquitz 97X

D. LotzeI'

i
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I'-'W';~t~n'~~"B'~~;d-&";k~'-1
(CANADA) LIMITED

I

I
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Weston's For Bread-Bread For Health

Street

I

I

Phone E-9913
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We are your Local Agents

i
i

DOMESTIC SALfS

,

MAJOR SAWDUST BURNERS

Ii

1819 Douglas St.

I

E-3512
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• Construction
• Hom~s
• Alterations
• House Raising
• Kitchen Cabin,.ts
• Contract or Day Work

ART HICKS

II

Telephone

Col.93Y
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J. McPHERSON i

I

Interior and Exterior Decorator

.£.AINTING
PAPERHANGING :
ROOF and SPRAY PAINTING
STEAM CLEANING
STUCCO

i

I
I
I
Ij

·
161 Beechwood

Empire 9039

.
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LIMITED
Illf)
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PARKVIEW STORE

!

BUCKLE PRINTING CO.

f

i
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~t. ~anill'5-h~-thl'-~ca
Rev. C. B. Price, M.A., B.D.
Sunday School every Sunday
l0 :00
1st Sunday of Month, Evensong
7:30
2nd, 3rd and 4th (& 5th) Sundays,
Morning Prayer
11 :00
Holy Communion, 3rd Sunday
11 :00
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I

100% I

Satisfaction Guaranteed
with every purchase
or your money refunded
"
WITH A SMILE!
,I
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SOCIAL NOTES

CORDOVA BAY P-T.A.

At this season of the year, we especially welcome new members to our community, and hope they find themselve~
feeling at home among us. Mr. and Mrs.
Titteron and family are now residing in
the house on Walema, formerly occupied
by the Ranson family. Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert have purchased a home on Walema
Ave., and Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Day have
bought a home on Doumac Ave.

Members who met Thursday night
November 24th, expressed the wish to
withdraw from the Victoria Council and
appoint an executive to attend the newlyformed Saanich Council School District
No. 63.

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Fox have had as
their guests Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Bobbett.

Mr. Thorpe, chairman, and Mr. George
Ross, Trustee of the School Board, stressed the need for new Schools and Additions and asked members to urge all to
vote "Yes" on the School Money By-Law.

Mr. and Mrs. W. Mackintosh have had
Mr. Mackintosh's mother Mrs. M. Mackintosh, of Los Angeles, California, as house
guest for two weeks.
Mr. W. Mackintosh spent
vacation in Los Angeles.

a

week's

Mrs. Geo. Fox had a recent trip to Vancouver where she attended the wedding
of their only granddaughter.
We give a very special welcome to
Baby Philip Joseph, who recently arrived
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Don Lotzer.

Each member is to raise One Dollar
($1.00) during the next two months with

the proceeds to go to the Movie Projector
Fund.

Dr. E. N. MacKay, Saanich Health
Officer and Mrs. E. Walker, District
Nurse, demonstrated with two school
children the actual procedure of School
Health Examinations. A Film on "Care
of the Teeth" followed.
Mrs. H. Mellish was guest pianist.
freshments were served.

H. M. Cleland, Publicity Convener.

Our sympathies go to Mr. Hodgson who
had the misfortune to fall and injure his
spine. He will be in a cast for three
months.
We are glad to report that young Joe
MacMurchie has recovered from his attack of Scarlet Fever.
A large gathering' of neighbors and
friends recently met at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Noel Andrew for a "House
Warming." Dancing was enjoyed, and
delicious refreshments were served to
bring a happy evening to its close.
This month there is a considerable
dearth of Social News. We suppose
everyone is resting up for a grand fiesta
at Christmas and New Year, and also too
busy shopping to be 'specially "social".
Taking advantage of the extra space allocated to us, we, the two Lillians, wish each
and every reader the Happiest of New
Years' in 1950. May every wish come
true and happiness abound for you, always.
Lillian Ross, Lillian Dyer.

'Neath the crust of the old apple tree
There is something for both you and I,
It may be a pin, that the cook has dropped
in,
Or it may be a nice little fly.
Or it may be an old rusty nail
Or the tip of the pussycat's tail,
But whatever it be, it's for you and for
me.
'Neath the crust of the old apple pie.
'Neath the roof of Cordova Bay School
The teacher don't like us to fool,
She wants us to work, and never to shirk
And remember the good golden rule
We must clean off our feet and look neat,
And always sit still in our seat.
And whatever we do, we must always be
true.
'Neath the roof of Cordova Bay School.
Anon.

841 View Street

Phone G ·U61 ,
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Easy Terms
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Back of the "Bay"
Ben Dyer
I
o

,

1620 Arena Way

B-4522
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i Harvey's Meat Market !

Ii

F;n, Qua!;ty Meat" Butt", & Egg,
sold through McMorr..n'. Pavilion
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WHOJ.ESAJ,E PAPER

560

Yates

DEALERS

Phone E 7611
Street

Vidol'ia,

'--1

H.C.

FOR YOUR NEXT

I
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GROCERY ORDER

i
I

Telephone G-7l81
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WEEKDAYS

SUNDAYS

,

_L'. VI~torl~

Gordon Sa,

Lv. Victoria
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7:30
D:OO
11 :00

9:45

10 :15

1:30
'1:00
5:40

7:00
8:00
9:30
] I :30
;~:00
4:30
7:00

10:11>
11:](;

10:55
11:55

1.:30

j
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2:00-'
,-_

5:40

6:30

9:15

-,
9:55_
,
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Lig-ht face flg'ures indicate A.M.-dark race, P.M.

i

V.I. COACH LINES

I
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SCOTT & PEDEN LTD· ,
510 Cormorant Street
I
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I1AROl.lD Glti\lNGER, l'J'oprittor
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Repairs - Service Calls - Gas & Oil

,

Phone CoIQuit·£ 224 Y
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Ii CEMENT Ii
for Immediate Delivery

i

i

i

M'MORRAN'S BUILDING i
J
SUPPLY
J

,I

New Cement Mixer For Rent

,I
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Dry Cleaners, Linen Supply, Launderers
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OLD APPLE TREE
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TO THE TUNE OF THE

i

Our drivor calls in the Cordova Bay area on Mondays.
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BEATTY
WASHERS
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We are sorry to hear that Mrs. Leslie
Blow, Haliburton Road, has been in hospital.
Mrs. Forbes, Summerland Camp, is at
home after nearly three months in hospital.

Re-

i
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1328 Douglas Street

,,
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Victoria, B.C.

!

The store that's always busy
There's a reason
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